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Abstract: With the improvement of people's living standard, people's requirements on 

the quality of frozen food have been increasing, and the application of cold storage has 

become more and more extensive. In this paper, a reasonable temperature sensor is 

selected to develop a temperature patrol instrument controlled by single-chip 

microcomputer system, which can automatically measure the temperature of cold 

storage. It is more convenient, economical, stable and reliable to apply temperature 

measurement system in cold storage. 
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1. Introduction 

Tools are the hallmark of the progress of human civilization, since the late 20th century, 

modern manufacturing technology and machinery manufacturing process automation 

has developed by leaps and bounds. But the tools (including fixtures, knives, 

measuring tools and accessories, etc.) in constant innovation, its function is still very 

significant. Machine tool fixtures have a direct impact on the quality of parts processing, 

productivity and product costs. Therefore, both in traditional manufacturing and 

modern manufacturing systems, fixtures are important process equipment. 

The role of machine fixture, (1) to ensure the accuracy of processing with the machine 

fixture clamping parts, can accurately determine the work piece and the tool, the 

relative position between the machines, can guarantee the processing accuracy. (2) to 

improve production efficiency Machine tool fixture can quickly locate and clamp the 

work piece, can reduce the auxiliary time, improve production efficiency.(3) to reduce 

the labor intensity Machine tool fixture using mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic 

clamping device, can reduce the labor intensity of workers. (4) To expand the scope of 

the machine tool machine tool fixture can expand the scope of processing, for example, 
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in the lathe or drilling machine using boring die can replace the boring machine boring, 

the lathe, drilling machine with boring machine function. 

With the further development of the modern refrigeration industry and the continuous 

improvement of people's living standard, the new concepts of food cold chain has been 

widely accepted by people, become a relationship with people in daily life daily 

industrial system (1).It mainly involves five aspects: food refrigeration processing, food 

intermediate refrigeration, food refrigerating transportation, food refrigeration sales 

and household refrigerators (2).Most of them are directly related to the application of 

food storage cold storage, and the storage of frozen food is the most used place except 

the cold storage. 

Cold storage of refrigerated food is more stringent in temperature management and 

control. The small temperature difference will lead to the risk of microbial propagation, 

leading to a large loss of enterprises (3).Therefore, for the rapid development of the 

food refrigeration industry, the control and management of cold storage, especially the 

change of temperature in the storage, is very important (4). 

 

2. Cold Storage Temperature Inspector General Scheme 

First to collect the temperature signal, through the temperature sensor temperature 

conversion into voltage signal output voltage, A/D transformation chip to convert 

analog to digital quantity, and temperature signal is obtained with a certain relationship 

of digital quantity. (5)The SCM collects these digital signals, carries out certain signal 

conditioning, software algorithm, and scale transformation, so as to obtain a certain 

amount of temperature value. The temperature value is then displayed by the way of 

display and sent to the relay to drive the refrigeration unit to complete the work. The 

overall scenario in this article is shown in figure 1. 

 

Fig 1. Master plan 
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3. Selection of Temperature Sensors 

Sensor is a kind of device that converts controlled physical quantity of controlled object 

or process into electric signal. All accurate measurement and control cannot be realized 

without the sensor to accurately and reliably capture and transform the original 

measured signal. Sensor is the first step to realize measurement and control and is the 

key component of measurement and control system. This subject only needs to detect 

the temperature value, so selecting the appropriate temperature sensor is the key to 

accurately control the temperature. (6)The temperature sensor should guarantee the 

accuracy and reliability of the system on the basis of cheap price. 

In order to study the characteristics of various temperature sensors and signal 

transmission, we use DS1820, a single-bus digital temperature sensor, as the sensor of 

this system. 

Because every DSl820 has a unique serial number, so multiple DSl820 can exist in the 

same single wire bus, DS1820 digital temperature sensor has a unique single wire 

interface, only one can communication interface pin; The multi-point capability makes 

the application of distributed temperature detection easy to a large extent. No need for 

external components; Measuring range from 55 °C to + 125 °C, the incremental value 

of 0.5°C; Convert the temperature to a number in 1 second. 

In this way, the single bus technology can give full play to its advantages and ultimately 

save production costs and improve control efficiency. (7)DS1820 adopts 3-pin TO -92 

encapsulation or 8-pin 50 encapsulation. The arrangement of pins is shown in figure2. 

 

Fig 2. Modeling 

 

The pin function of DS1820 in the figure is described as follows: 

NC: empty pin, do not connect external signal. 

VDD: connect the power pin, power supply 3.0-5.0v. 

GND: grounded. 

DQ: data input and output pins. 

D: the I/O of the pin is the data input/output end (that is, the single-wire bus), and the 

pin is the open-circuit output of the drain electrode, which normally shows a high level. 

(8) 
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4. Software Design 

Software is another essential part of the measurement and control system, the 

operation of the system depend on software to realize automatic data acquisition, 

processing and control, reasonable design of the software can effectively develop the 

function of the system hardware .(9] 

In software design, the following aspects are mainly considered: 

1. Structured program design is adopted, and the program is modular to facilitate 

debugging, connection and modification. 

2. Make reasonable use of system resources. 

3. Improve the anti-interference ability of software. 

The system software mainly adopts assembly language, which is convenient for 

real-time data collection. The data processing and control part is written in the 

high-level language C51, which has the advantage of strong data processing ability. 

The software can be divided into temperature detection module, keyboard and display 

module. 

The main program is the hub of the whole software program, responsible for the task 

scheduling; the subroutine implements each sub-function. Interrupt service programs 

handle interrupt events when a high-priority interrupt occurs. Each subroutine is 

independent and interrelated. (10)The main program can call all the subroutines, but 

the subroutines cannot call the main program, and the subroutines can call each other. 

The main program flow diagram is shown in figure 3. 

 

 
Fig 3. Main flow diagram 
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5. Conclusion 

The cold storage temperature detector is designed on the basis of analyzing the 

problems existing in the traditional temperature measurement system. Because new 

technology, new devices and new methods are adopted in the design process, the 

function of the whole system is relatively perfect and its features are outstanding. 

This system design of digital temperature detecting device used in network, the new 

intelligent temperature sensor DS1820 digital at the core of successful solved the 

conventional switching temperature sensor with lead error compensation, multi-point 

measurement error and amplifying circuit zero drift error problems such as technical 

problems, make the temperature measuring system applied in the cold storage 

temperature testing is more convenient, economic, stable and reliable. 
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